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Abstract—The series-connected offshore wind farm (SC-OWF) 
is a promising offshore wind generation solution to mitigate the 
need of centralized offshore high-voltage/power converter 
stations. Predominantly, researchers have focused on the steady-
state operation and control of SC-OWFs, without considering the 
system-level characteristics and ability to ride-through dc side and 
ac network faults. This paper proposes an enhanced system for 
SC-OWF applications with fault-resilient capability, where 
comprehensive circuit configuration and protection strategies are 
articulated to minimize the negative effects caused by various 
types of dc and ac faults. For the offshore wind farm architecture, 
a grouping scheme is adopted where a substation based on 
disconnectors and diodes is proposed to realize prompt fault 
bypass/isolation and protection functions in the event of offshore 
system faults. Additionally, an onshore fault-tolerant modular 
multilevel converter (MMC) with modified dc-system-oriented 
control is employed to enable smooth and secure operation under 
steady-state and fault conditions. The proposed SC-OWF system 
is quantitatively substantiated by time-domain simulations where 
four ac/dc fault cases are considered, and the results consolidate 
the feasibility of the proposed configuration and control, 
indicating fault resilience of the SC-OWF system. Additionally, 
size, weight and cost estimations of the proposed offshore 
substation are presented and compared to a conventional MMC 
offshore station, to further highlight the merits of the proposed 
solution.  

Index Terms—Fault resiliency, high-voltage dc (HVDC) 
transmission, power converters, wind generation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
he exploitation of offshore wind resources is seen as a 
critical pathway to realize low-carbon targets globally 
whilst an estimated 80 GW of annual installation is 

required by 2050 [1]. Generally, offshore wind farms (OWFs) 
located at distances beyond 5080 km from shore benefit from 
high-voltage dc (HVDC) technology for bulk transmission, due 
to technical and commercial constraints associated with 
conventional ac transmission [2]. SC-OWFs can directly 
establish HVDC transmission voltage at their offshore 
terminals, through the output voltage summation of multiple 
series-connected generation units, thereby negating 
requirement of centralized offshore HVDC stations with 
massive size and weight [3]. 

A plethora of current/voltage source converter topologies 
have been considered for interfacing wind energy conversion 
systems (WECSs) with the HVDC-link, including uncontrolled 
diode rectifiers [4] and pulse width modulation (PWM) based 
converters [5]–[8]. In addition, high-ratio dc/dc conversion 
employing medium-frequency transformer (MFT) technologies 
and robust diodes are implemented to achieve successful trade-
offs with high wind turbine level controllability, high operation 
efficiency, galvanic isolation, reduced mass, etc., for offshore 
system implementation [9]–[11]. 

Operational characteristics and requirements of the overall 
SC-OWF differ from its parallel-connected counterpart. As a 
means of balancing voltages of the WECSs in series 
connection, extra circuits may be adopted to either exchange 
energy between units [12] or employing energy storage [13], 
which increases costs on power converters. However, the 
motivation of deploying the additional circuitry is system 
balancing, instead of enhancing system resiliency against 
system-wide faults. Coordinated operation between the 
offshore WECSs and the onshore half-bridge modular 
multilevel converter (HB-MMC) station (operating in constant 
dc-link voltage control mode) can also be used to avoid WECS 
overvoltage issues via communications link [14]. In [15], the 
voltage sharing between offshore WECSs can be addressed by 
the HB-MMC which operates in a dc-link current control mode. 
However, the effectiveness is limited by the dc-terminal voltage 
range of HB-MMCs under low wind power (thereby dc-link 
voltage) conditions, and therefore a backup function is usually 
required to regain dc-link voltage control, leading to non-linear 
control and operation. Other MMC types with larger dc-
terminal voltage ranges, such as the full-bridge MMC (FB-
MMC), can be used to facilitate the dc-link current control in 
the SC-OWF applications [16]. 

MMCs with dc fault isolation or ride-through capability 
(such as FB-MMC [16], hybrid MMC [17], and T-type MMC 
[18]) can be used to protect the onshore system against severe 
dc-side/offshore faults. Yet, due to topological characteristics, 
SC-OWFs high fault vulnerability increases the overall 
system’s reliability risk. A salient merit of conventional SC-
OWFs is eliminating the requirement of offshore infrastructure 
[14], however the system security of this configuration is 
compromised when subject to offshore cable faults (short and 
open circuits). Offshore grounding faults are studied in [19], 
where the cascading effect of such faults is highlighted, and a 
fault-clearance method based on coordinated operation of a 
specific WECS dc/dc converter and protective switches is 
given, however, only short-circuit to ground faults are 
considered in this study. Although dumping resistors (DRs) are 
deployed within the WECSs to provide wind turbine level 
protection, any collector cable rupture (open circuit) fault will 
completely cease the system power transmission [15], resulting 
in high venerability with long periods of zero power production. 
Besides, the coordinated regulation of offshore and onshore 
subsystems in various fault scenarios is not yet determined [20]. 
Therefore, key operational challenges with SC-OWF systems 
can be identified as poor power/voltage balancing, low system 
reliability, and inferior fault management. Conclusively, wide 
research gaps clearly exist for SC-OWF applications, 
predominantly on the overall system resiliency against different 
onshore and offshore faults.   
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This paper aims to address these challenges and proposes an 
enhanced system architecture and control structure for SC-
OWF applications to improve resilience against multiple types 
of faults with simple design and low costs. Both offshore and 
onshore subsystem configurations have been arranged to enable 
fault-tolerant operation with detailed coordinated control 
strategies presented. To reduce power losses and simplify 
power converter design, diode rectifier is adopted as the output 
stage of each WECS. To maximize the transferrable generation 
during dc collector faults, series connected WECSs are grouped 
by additional protective substations, where the combination of 
disconnectors and protective bypass diodes are employed to 
enable a reconfigurable offshore network. The proposed 
protective substation is intentionally deployed on a separate 
platform within the offshore SC-OWF to provide external 
current paths, enabling fault ride-through in a simple and cost-
effective manner. Importantly, the proposed concept will not 
require complex and costly dc circuit breakers (DCCBs). The 

onshore converter station is realized by a dc-fault tolerant MMC 
equipped with novel control system to maintain key system 
parameters within tolerable limits in steady-state operation and 
different fault scenarios. Furthermore, a coordinated approach 
between the offshore units, onshore MMC system, and the ac 
grid are included, which allows system-wide secure action 
during contingencies. The main technical findings of this study 
are consolidated with simulation verification of four typical 
fault cases, namely offshore collector short circuit fault, 
offshore collector open circuit fault, HVDC cable short circuit 
fault, and asymmetrical ac grid fault. Evaluation and 
comparison between the proposed offshore substation and an 
offshore HVDC-MMC station in terms of estimated volume, 
weight and cost are presented, in order to emphasize the 
benefits of the proposed substation over the conventional 
centralized power converter based solution.  

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 
II details the proposed system architecture, control structure and 

 
Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed SC-OWF system.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram and control structure of WECS.  
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operation principles. Section III proposes fault ride-through 
strategies. A case study including time-domain simulation 
results and volume, weight and cost assessment is presented in 
section IV, while conclusions are presented in section V. 

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND CONTROL 
The proposed SC-OWF system architecture is presented in 

Fig. 1. The offshore series-connected WECS units are 
configured into N groups whereas each group consists of U 
individual units. A total of N × U WECSs are therefore 
connected through HVDC cables to an onshore converter 
station (for example, the hybrid MMC as illustrated) that 
transfer power into the ac grid. The offshore wind farm 
configuration can improve system fault resiliency, whilst the 
onshore station ensures well-regulated operation in both normal 
and fault cases. 

Each of the following subsections details the major elements 
of the proposed system in terms of configuration and control.  

A. Wind Energy Conversion System (WECS) 
In general, the applicable WECS configurations and 

topologies vary, whereas the conversion stages and 
technologies aligning with those in [14] are adopted herein, as 
presented in Fig. 2. In general, dimensions of the permanent 
magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) can vary with the 
overall SC-OWF setup, where both low and medium voltage 
variants would be applicable [11], [12], [21], [22]. The PMSG 
side ac/dc conversion stage employs IGBT switches, thereby 
being advantageous in terms of controllability and ripple 
propagation [9]. The active energy dissipation device, assumed 
to be a DR, is employed within dc bus protection stage, as per 
[23]. The galvanic isolation of the WECS is of significant 
importance and can be achieved by an air core MFT with the 
aim of reducing mass and losses [22]. The high transformation 
ratio of the proposed dc/dc conversion stage has been proposed 
in [24] and will be applied herein. Fig. 2 presents the dc/dc 
converter as an aggregated system for simplicity where a 
practical system may adopt a modular topology presented in 
[21], using one or more IGBT active bridges driving one or 
more MFTs within a rectification stage. Compared with 
controlled output rectifier stages in [11], [13], [19], the 
proposed diode rectification stage features relatively low capital 
costs and operational losses, and simple converter design, 
which is especially beneficial for such applications requiring 
galvanic isolation and high-voltage ratings.  

Considering a generic WECS (like the Uth of the Mth group), 
the generator-side control ensures wind power injection into the 
dc bus based on wind speed. The dual-loop dc/dc converter 
control regulates the dc bus voltage (Vdc-M-U), therefore the 
WECS output dc voltage VM-U varies depending on the available 
wind power, affecting the total offshore string output voltage 
(assuming a controlled and constant dc-link current) [21]. 
Importantly, inter-WECS voltage balancing is not challenging 
in such a system with single string offshore WECSs, controlled 
dc-link current and the maximum WECS output voltage would 
be the rated [15]. A blocking signal Blk (equal to 1 in steady-
state) will be used in fault cases, Blk = 0 is applied to block 
power transfer with the diode rectification bridge entering in a 
freewheeling state. During contingency periods, the DR devices 

will maintain dc bus voltage (Vdc-M-U) within limits, thereby 
mitigating PMSG electromechanical stresses. The control 
structure of the DR is shown in Fig. 2, where the PI controller 
is enabled during contingency periods via the En port. 
Furthermore, the control setpoint is configured to be marginally 
higher than the rated dc-bus voltage, so that during 
contingencies the additional energy can be consumed without 
interfering with steady-state operation. To allow for prompt de-
loading (energy balancing) during the onshore ac grid faults, a 
coordination mechanism via high-speed communication is 
included between the offshore WECSs and the onshore 
integrated grid, as shown in Fig. 2. In steady-state operation, the 
grid voltage is at approximately nominal value (Vg-abc = 1 pu); 
thus, there is no reliance on the communication mechanism 
during normal operation. When a grid fault occurs, the dc/dc 
converter duty cycle (δDM-U) can be altered based on the 
onshore grid voltage magnitude (Vg-abc), which allows reduction 
of the WECSs’ generation contribution to the HVDC-link, 
thereby effectively maintaining system power balance. In 
extreme cases, (e.g., simultaneous communication failure and 
onshore grid fault), the WECS DR and MMC local protection 
(as per [25]) can still ensure the system to be maintained within 
tolerable limits. Such manipulation of WECS energy 
contribution can be used for more advanced system 
management such as frequency containment reserve depending 
on system operators.  

B. WECS Grouping Configuration and Offshore Substation 
In the proposed system, each of the WECS groups is 

interfaced into the HVDC system (e.g., group M) via a two-pole 
series disconnector (SDISM), a parallel disconnector (PDISM) 
and diode unit(s) (DM), as shown in Fig. 1 (relevant auxiliary 
protective components such as surge arresters are omitted for 
simplicity). Conventional SC-OWFs have no external current 
path apart from the series-connected wind turbines, where a 
single wind farm section fault will be cascaded, thereby 
affecting overall power export. Also, to isolate the fault, the 
entire system must be isolated. In contrast, the proposed WECS 
grouping arrangement, which employs a separate offshore 
substation, can provide external current paths in parallel with 
the wind turbines. The selection of numbers of groups and 
WECSs within the group involves many factors such as device 
manufacturing capacity, cable failure probability, design 
complexity, cost, engineering factors, etc. In terms of 
functionality, the SDIS is used to isolate the WECS group, 
where the PDIS ensures bypass of the group for long-term 
periods (e.g., fault isolation or normal maintenance). The 
substation can be a common bus array with reasonable isolation 
and insulation margins, thereby minimizing susceptibility of 
internal faults. The grouping method allows the diode strings 
and PDISs to be rated to the group nominal voltage; whereas 
the voltage ratings of the SDISs can vary depending on the 
group position within the string (lower the position, lower the 
rating), leading to a positive effect on the choice of component 
ratings and space requirements practically [28]. The additional 
offshore substation introduces greater flexibility and enables 
circuit manipulation during SC-OWF faults. Also, this design 
eliminates the requirement for complex and costly dc circuit 
breakers (DCCB), with detailed operation during offshore 
system faults given in section III.   
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C. Onshore Converter Station 
The onshore converter station can be implemented by MMCs 

with the dc fault ride-through (zero dc-side voltage operation) 
capability [26], such as topologies equipped with sufficient full-
bridge submodules (FB-SMs) as shown in Fig. 1 [3], [16].     

The MMC control system is critical to maintain system 
security within tolerable limits during steady-state operation 
and faults, whereas the proposed MMC control is shown in 
Fig. 3. In this paper, the grid-connected control system is 
designed and operated based on grid-following strategy through 
the implementation of a phase-lock loop (PLL) that generates a 
grid angle reference (θg) [27]. Given that the onshore MMC 
station is a voltage source converter type, it can be anticipated 
that potential grid-forming control schemes are also applicable. 
The MMC ac side d-q current control references are regulated 
by average capacitor voltage controller and grid voltage (or 
reactive power) controller respectively, analogous to [28]. The 
dc-link current control is achieved by regulating MMC 
common mode current (Icm-MMC); the reference can be optimized 
for low power operation in low wind or contingent cases, which 
allows the dc-link voltage regulation down to zero [15]. To 
maintain the balance of capacitor voltages within the MMC, 

correction signals for inter-phase and inter-arm capacitor 
balancing are implemented. Outputs of dc current, inter-phase 
voltage and inter-arm voltage controllers are fed into the 
proportional-integral-resonant (PIR) controller [29]. 
Importantly, to effectively maintain onshore and offshore 
power balance in both steady-state and abnormal cases, a dc 
offset modifier (DOM) is adopted, shown in Fig. 3. The MMC 
dc-terminal voltage can be promptly adjusted with the offshore 
dc voltage (Vdc-OWF) through high-speed communications (a 
minor delay in ms level is tolerated for both sides). Unlike other 
proposals utilizing current control methods [21], [30], the DOM 
inherently responds to wind variations, adjusting the MMC dc-
terminal voltage, while maintaining rated dc-link current 
without leading to energy curtailment. Importantly, the DOM 
can also accept locally measured MMC dc-terminal voltage 
(Vdc-MMC), acting as suitable system redundancy in the event of 
potential communication failures. Therefore, a universal linear 
control scheme can be realized in normal and fault scenarios 
without switching between different control modes.  

 
Fig. 3. Control structure of the onshore MMC station.  
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Fig. 5. Equivalent circuit of SC-OWF section in F2 fault case. (a) Steady-State 
operation (b) Bypass and isolation of the faulty group M.  
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III. SYSTEM FAULT RIDE-THROUGH STRATEGY 
System fault management and power transmission reliability 

are critical for the SC-OWF systems. This section articulates 
operational behavior and fault ride-through strategies of the 
proposed SC-OWF system considering four fault types, which 
are highlighted in Fig. 1, as follows: 

 F1: Offshore Collector Cable Short Circuit Fault 
 F2: Offshore Collector Cable Open Circuit Fault 
 F3: HVDC Cable Short Circuit Fault 
 F4: AC Grid Fault 
The studied faults comprehensively represent typical cases 

that occur within the SC-OWF system, with common causes 
attributed to insulation degradation (short circuit), external 
aggressors (open and short circuit) and mechanical fatigue at 
termination points (open circuit) [31].  

A. F1: Collector Cable Short Circuit Fault  
Conventionally, SC-OWFs are inherently susceptible to 

offshore side faults with cascading effects. A cable to ground 
short circuit fault at the offshore collector affects the power 
transfer of all WECSs units connected within the string, 
potentially leading to a system shutdown and lasting for 
prolonged durations. Such revenue losses can be significantly 
minimized by employing the proposed system with WECS 
units, grouping philosophy and offshore substation.   

Assuming the F1 fault occurs at the first WECS unit of the 
group M, Fig. 4 shows an equivalent representation of an SC-
OWF section configured into groups M and N, each containing 
U WECSs. In steady-state operation, as shown in Fig. 4(a), the 
section output voltage is determined by the voltage sum of 
groups M and N (VM + VN) and string current Idc-OWF is regulated 
by onshore MMC. Fig. 4(b) depicts the section behavior when 
a grounding fault (with impedance of Zf1) occurs to the upper 
side collector of group M, this cascades to both groups through 
the fault conduction path to earth. After the fault occurs, both 
WECS groups can effectively stop power contribution with 
their output voltage regulated to zero (the blocking signal Blk = 
1 is issued, with surplus power from the generators consumed 
by WECS local DRs). With groups M and N ceasing their power 
contribution, fault currents decay within the duration which is 
mainly dependent on the total damping resistance in the fault 
loop. Furthermore, the dc current is transferred from the WECS 
units to the diode units DM and DN situated at the offshore 
substation, as per the circuit shown in Fig. 4(c). Simultaneously, 
power balancing between the onshore and offshore sides is 
maintained mainly by the DOM mechanism of the onshore 
MMC, where MMC dc-terminal voltage Vdc-MMC and ac power 
Pg are reduced based on the available SC-OWF group capacity.  

With the current flow through SDISM reduced to an 
acceptable level, SDISM can be opened to eliminate residual 
current and achieve fault isolation; meanwhile, SC-OWF 
current flows through DM. Blocking signals of group N WECSs 
can be cleared (Blk = 0), allowing output voltage restoration and 
power transfer recovery. In addition, PDISM can be closed to 
achieve long-term isolation of the fault from the system. 
Fig. 4(d) shows the SC-OWF section with group M isolated and 
the system retains operation with group N. Additionally, the 
onshore MMC dc voltage should be decreased correspondingly 
to allow reduced power transfer, whilst dc-link current can be 

maintained. This configuration eliminates the requirement for 
DCCBs and allows WECS units connected below group M in 
the string to retain long-term operation, thereby greatly 
improving system resiliency. The generation degradation level 
mainly related to grouping configuration/numbers.  

B. F2: Collector Cable Open Circuit Fault 
Open circuit faults result in a full power transmission loss, 

potentially for prolonged durations, which poses a serious 
reliability concern for conventional SC-OWFs. By applying the 
proposed offshore substation equipped with diode-based 
bypassing capability, offshore collector open circuit faults can 
be promptly managed, allowing power production to continue.  

Fig. 5(a) shows the steady-state configuration of the SC-
OWF represented by two groups M and N. At the occurrence of 
the fault, WECSs contained in group M will cease power 
transfer and extra energy will be consumed by its DR. 
Simultaneously, DM becomes forward-biased and conducts dc-
link current. As the transmitted power is reduced, the onshore 
MMC, via DOM, can be manipulated to reduce Vdc-MMC in an 
effective manner, with dc-link current control maintained at the 
operational setpoint.    

As no current presents in group M, SDISM can be opened to 
isolate the fault from the network; PDISM can be closed to 
ensure a safe bypass path and gain lower losses. Fig. 5(b) shows 
the network condition where the normal dc-link current can 
flow through DM (predominantly PDISM, if closed) allowing the 
smooth operation of group N. By implementing the offshore 
substation configuration with the coordinated control, system 
resiliency is enhanced against the collector open circuit faults. 

C. F3: HVDC Cable Short Circuit Fault 
The SC-OWF system is required to safely ride-through 

HVDC cable faults, which pose high risk to device safety and 
power transmission similar to other HVDC systems.  

As shown in Fig. 1, at the occurrence of a dc-link fault, the 
system is split into two major circuitry loops (by the short 
circuit point). The WECSs are blocked (Blk = 1) to cease power 
transfer (with surplus power generation dissipated by DRs). 
Current within the offshore loop will begin to decay at a rate 
corresponding to the total loop damping resistance. Meanwhile, 
onshore the MMC fault blocking capability is activated, to 
effectively reduce MMC dc terminal voltage, maintain SM 
capacitor voltage, and regulate Idc-MMC to zero (export power Pg 
is stopped). In addition, the MMC can still deliver reactive 
power, if required, operating in static compensation mode.    

D. F4: AC Grid Fault 
Generally, grid code regulations specify the fault severity 

and duration to which wind farm systems are expected to 
remain connected to the ac network to ensure system security 
and stability. The key challenge of the SC-OWF is to address 
power transfer coordination between onshore and offshore units 
herein as the ac power transfer is limited/eliminated.  

By employing an ac voltage signal to the offshore WECSs, 
overall system power management is achieved in a coordinated 
manner, even extending to ac grid disturbances. After a short 
communication period in ms, the WECSs output is reduced 
proportionally with the grid voltage magnitude, with surplus 
WECS energy consumed by DRs. The MMC dc-terminal 
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voltage is adjusted in a dynamic way through DOM 
mechanism, inherently responding to the offshore voltage 
reduction, with the dc-link current maintained.     

IV. CASE STUDY BASED VERIFICATION 
This section details study cases and results based on 

MATLAB/Simulink simulation of the proposed SC-OWF 
system, as illustrated in Fig. 6. In addition, estimated volume, 
mass and cost of an offshore HVDC-MMC station and the 
proposed offshore substation are assessed and compared.    

Table I lists key system parameters utilized for system 
modeling, where the system architecture and control are 
configured as presented in section II. In this case study, low-
voltage (0.69 kV) PMSGs are adopted, which align with 
commercial products [32]–[34]. The wind turbine properties are 
assumed to be extrapolated based on [35]. The cable distance 
between two adjacent wind turbines within one group is 
assumed to be 7D, while detailed sub-siting/sub-string 

arrangements are not considered herein [36]. Also, a multi-
section π-model is used to represent dc cables in the simulation, 
which aligns with [19], [37]. The four types of faults (detailed 
in Section III) are applied with 1 ms fault detection duration and 
communication delay between onshore and offshore sides is 
applied for all cases. All studied faults are assumed to be 

 

 
Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of simulated SC-OWF system. 
 

TABLE I 
CASE STUDY SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

Items Values 
 Wind turbine rotor diameter (D) 167 m 

Offshore 
WECSs  

Rated power per WECS unit 8 MW 
PMSG rated (rms) voltage 0.69 kV 
WECS dc bus rated voltage 1.2 kV 
WECS dc bus capacitance 110 mF 
WECS IGBT switching frequency 1 kHz 
WECS dc output rated voltage  8 kV 
WECS dc output capacitance 2.5 mF 
SC-OWF WECS group No. (N)  5 
WECS units No. per group (U) 4 
Total WECS No. (N × U) 20 

Offshore 
Substation 

Total No. of diodes (D2601NH90T) 40 
Total No. of SDISs 10 
Total No. of PDISs 5 

Offshore 
Collectors  

& 
Cables 

Distance between 2 adjacent WECSs 1.2 km 
Total cables No. per group 5 
Total cable length per group 6 km 
HVDC cable length 40 km 
Cable resistance 35 mΩ/km 
Cable inductance 1 mH/km 
Cable capacitance 0.172 μF/km 

Onshore 
Converter 

Station 

Rated power capacity 160 MVA 
Rated dc voltage 160 kV 
Total MMC SM No. per arm 80 
MMC HB-SM No. per arm 40 
MMC FB-SM No. per arm 40 
MMC SM capacitance 8 mF 
MMC SM rated voltage 2 kV  
MMC arm inductance 28.6 mH 

AC Grid  

Interfacing transformer ratio 1:1.47 
Interfacing transformer leakage 0.2 pu 
Frequency 50 Hz 
Rated (rms) voltage 132 kV 
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Fig. 7. Simulation results of collector cable short circuit fault (F1) case at 
group 4.  
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Stage II: Bypass path established through D4 and D5
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Stage IV: Fault cleared and Group 4 power transfer resumes
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temporary from 0.3 s to 0.5 s in order to include system 
recovery performance. The onshore station operates with 1 pu 
active power injection at unity power factor.   

A. Collector Cable Short Circuit Fault (F1) Case 
A short circuit fault (F1) is applied at the uppermost collector 

cable of group 4 with groups 1 to 3 above and group 5 below in 
the string (both of which are normal/healthy). Simulation 
results of this case are presented in Fig. 7, with the 1 Ω 
impedance fault applied between 0.3 s and cleared at 0.5 s.  

With the occurrence of F1, the SC-OWF cascading nature 
leads to initial voltage collapses of groups 4 and 5 (V4 and V5), 
with groups 1 to 3 voltages (V1-3) remaining at the pre-fault 
output (32 kV per group), as shown in Fig. 7(a), where the 
overvoltage surges can be absorbed by protective devices 
practically. Simultaneously, the output current of group 4 (I4), 
and currents of WECS group 5 and its substation diode unit (I5 
and ID5) rise in different dynamics due to the fault current flow 
and different cable impedances, as shown in Fig. 7(c). Shortly 
after detecting the fault, WECSs of groups 4 and 5 are blocked 
(with Blk = 1 triggered) and group output currents begin to 
decrease due to the stray resistive impedance within the fault 
loop (Stage I). Substation diode units D4 and D5 begin to 
conduct the current at about 0.34 s, as shown in Fig. 7(c) and 
(d), indicating that there is an increasing amount of current to 
be carried by groups 4 and 5 bypass diode units within the 
offshore substation (Stage II). Therefore, as groups 1 to 3 
remain connected (as main offshore power contributors), 
offshore overall output voltage Vdc-OWF reduces to 96 kV and dc-
terminal voltage of the onshore MMC Vdc-MMC is promptly 
reduced, through the proposed DOM mechanism, as shown in 
Fig. 7(b). Also, the dc-link current Idc-MMC is maintained by the 
MMC control system during the fault, see Fig. 7(e). The active 
power injected into the grid Pg is reduced correspondingly to be 
96 MW, as shown in Fig. 7(f) and (g). Throughout the fault 
duration, the MMC SM capacitor voltages and arm currents are 
regulated within acceptable limits, as shown in Fig. 7(h) and (i) 
respectively.     

The proposed system can retain the normal/healthy group 5 
back into the generation mode with a successful current 
commutation. At approximately 0.44 s (Stage III), D4 and D5 
are carrying sufficient dc current share, allowing group 4 series-
connected disconnector (SDIS4) to be safely opened, thereby 
isolating the faulty section (group 4). WECSs of group 5 can 
resume power transfer into the HVDC system by re-
establishing its output voltage (Blk = 0). The development of V5 
includes an acceptable stabilizing period due to control system, 
which allows the increase of Vdc-MMC and thus Pg (to be about 
128 MW), with ID5 current nullified. This action maximizes 
wind power generation of available/normal WECSs in long 
term operation.  

If F4 is cleared (at 0.5 s), SDIS4 can be closed and WECSs of 
group 4 can restore back to the generation mode (Blk = 0), 
facilitating a smooth power recovery to the pre-fault value at 
about 0.6 s (Stage IV).    

B. Collector Cable Open Circuit Fault (F2) Case 
Fig. 8 shows system performance with a collector cable open 

circuit fault (F2) located at the uppermost cable of group 4.  

At 0.3 s, group 4 power contribution to the HVDC system is 
stopped, resulting in the elimination of output voltage (V4) and 
current (I4), as shown in Fig. 8(a) and (c). During the fault, the 
offshore substation diode D4 becomes forward-biased to 
promptly establish a conduction path for the offshore dc current 
(Idc-OWF), and group 4 energy production is consumed locally by 
WECS DRs, as shown in Fig. 8(c) and (d). Simultaneously, the 
healthy group voltages V1-3 and V5 remain at the pre-fault 
values, subsequent to a short oscillation/surge period, caused by 
circuit interruption (which can be suppressed by protective 
devices), as shown in Fig. 8(b). Offshore dc-link voltage is 
reduced (to be 128 kV), where onshore MMC reacts quickly via 
the DOM mechanism, with dc-link current regulated, as shown 
in Fig. 8(b) and (d). The MMC avoids power elimination risks, 
with regulated ac current and reduced active power of about 128 

 
Fig. 8. Simulation results of collector cable open circuit fault (F2) case at 
group 4.  
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MW, see Fig. 8(e) and (f). Throughout the fault, the MMC SM 
capacitor voltages and arm currents are maintained within 
acceptable operational limits, see Fig. 8(g) and (h).        

After the fault clearance at 0.5 s, group 4 power production 
can be restored, allowing smooth system recovery back to 
nominal power transfer at 0.55 s. For a permanent fault, group 
4 series and parallel disconnectors (SDIS4 and PDIS4 
respectively) can be opened and closed, respectively.     

C. HVDC Cable Short Circuit Fault (F3) Case 
Fig. 9 shows system performance during an HVDC cable 

short circuit fault (F3), which is assumed to be located at 20 km 
from the onshore substation with 1 Ω impedance.  

At 0.3 s, the total offshore voltage Vdc-OWF reduces sharply 
with Vdc-MMC aligning promptly due to the DOM mechanism, 
shown in Fig. 9(a). The offshore current Idc-OWF rises to a peak 
value of approximately 4.2 kA (shortly, tolerated by diodes), 
and begins to decrease at a rate determined by the damping 
resistance of the cable impedance after blocking the WECSs 
(Blk = 1, and excess energy is dissipated by WECS DRs), as 
shown in Fig. 9(b). The MMC reference current I*

dc-MMC is set 
to 0 shortly and therefore holds Idc-MMC (offshore fault loop) to 

0 A. The onshore ac grid currents and MMC arm currents 
become zero in this case, as shown in Fig. 9(d) and (g), and the 
active power transfer ceases, see Fig. 9(e). A minor discharge 
of SM capacitor voltages occurs to be about 1.9 kV, but is 
stopped quickly, as shown in Fig. 9(f), indicating the brief 
period of the detection delay and fault blocking.  

At 0.5 s, the fault is cleared and the WECS blocking signal 
(Blk = 0) can be removed. Group terminal voltages can be 
established to allow recovery of Vdc-OWF and Vdc-MMC, which also 
enables smooth MMC active power injection recovery.  

D. AC Grid Fault (F4) Case 
Simulation results in Fig. 10 show system behavior in an 

asymmetrical (single-phase to ground) ac grid fault (F4) case, 
where one phase voltage is collapsed as shown in Fig. 10(c).  

At the occurrence of the fault, offshore WECS units respond 
proportionally to the Vg, effectively de-loading the with Vdc-OWF 
becoming about 106 kV, as shown in Fig. 10(a), where the 
undeliverable WECSs power is consumed by local DRs. 
Through the DOM mechanism, Idc-OWF and Idc-MMC are 
maintained at 1 kA with minor oscillation, as shown in 
Fig. 10(b). During the fault, ac grid current iabc is controlled at 
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Fig. 9. Simulation results of HVDC cable short circuit fault (F3) case. 
 
 

 
Fig. 10. Simulation results of asymetrical ac grid fault (F4) case. 
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1.2 pu, as shown in Fig. 10(d). The power injection from the 
MMC into the grid is about 106 MW, where the MMC also 
injects about 56 MVAr reactive power to regulate the grid 
voltage depression, see Fig. 10(e). MMC SM capacitor voltages 
range between 1.8 kV to 2.2 kV shortly after a control 
stabilization period, whereas the arm currents remain controlled 
and within the limits, as shown in Fig. 10(f) and (g).  

After the grid fault is cleared, grid voltage is re-established, 
allowing the onshore MMC to inject the rated power, therefore 
the offshore SC-OWF retain power recovery with Vdc-OWF and 
Vdc-MMC (via DOM) restored.  

E. Offshore Substation Volume, Weight and Cost Analysis 
This subsection assesses estimated volume, weight and cost 

in order to give a comparison between the proposed substation 
and an offshore HVDC-MMC station.  

The estimation of the proposed substation can be achieved 
by considering diodes and disconnectors, with reasonable 
margins included. For the selected diode unit (D2601NH90T), 
volume, mass and cost are estimated to be 0.05 m3/pcs, 5 kg/pcs 
and 3k $/pcs respectively, considering auxiliary circuits, heat 
sinks, etc. Therefore, for the 160 MW system of the studied 
case, the size, weight and cost of 40 diode units within the 
proposed substation are 2 m3, 200 kg and $120k respectively. 
For the sake of generality and simplicity, it is assumed that 
disconnectors are the same for different groups, with each 
dimension and weight being 6 m3 and 500 kg respectively [38], 
where margins are included for spacing between units [39]. 
Also, the mechanical switch cost can be estimated at 570 $/MW 
[40]. Thus, 15 disconnectors of the proposed substation require 
approximately 90 m3, 7500 kg and $274k respectively.  

For an MMC-HVDC offshore substation, per MW 
parameters can be used due to the existence of commercial 
available projects, namely, volume of 54 m3/MW, mass 
(electrical equipment) of 1,875 kg/MW and cost of 115k $/MW 
approximately [41]–[44].  

Comparatively, Table II shows the estimated values of an 
assumed offshore HVDC-MMC station and the proposed 
offshore substation (same power ratings are assumed as the 
studied case). The physical parameters and cost of the proposed 
offshore substation are significantly lower, where the volume, 
weight and cost count for approximately 1.1%, 2.6%, and 2.1% 
of an offshore HVDC-MMC station, showing a very 
competitive solution for offshore wind integration.   

V. CONCLUSION 
This paper proposed a series-connected offshore wind farm 

(SC-OWF) system with novel architecture and control, which 
prioritize, thus enhance, resiliency against typical faults of high 
severity. The proposed offshore substation arrangement and 
manipulation strategies allow the series-connected wind energy 
converter systems (WECSs) to be electrically grouped, 
achieving effective fault isolation/bypassing and reducing the 

risks of permanent generation loss. Also, offshore network 
complexity and costs are low, through the collective 
implementation of the WECSs with diode rectifier output stage 
and the offshore substation utilizing diodes and disconnectors. 
The onshore subsystem employs a dc-fault-tolerant modular 
multilevel converter (MMC) with constant dc current control 
and a dc offset modifier (DOM) mechanism, which can 
maximize power generation during normal operation and 
ensure transmission system safety during dc/ac faults. System 
behavior in four typical dc/ac fault cases were presented, 
indicating the operational effectiveness. The proposed system 
can eliminate the requirement of massive offshore converter 
stations with significantly reduced size, weight and cost, which 
was confirmed by a comparative estimation between an 
offshore MMC station and the proposed system. The proposed 
SC-OWF system would be applicable for future offshore wind 
generation applications.   
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